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2008 - the World Bank and UN’s FAO jointly published report 

‘The Sunken Billions: The Economic Justification for Fisheries 

Reform’. 

According to the report, “By improving governance of marine 

fisheries, society could capture a substantial part of this $50 

billion

annual economic loss. Through comprehensive reform, the 

fisheries sector could become a basis for economic growth and 

the creation of alternative livelihoods in many countries. At the 

same time, a nation’s natural capital in the form of fish stocks 

could be greatly increased and the negative impacts of the 

fisheries on the marine environment reduced”.



“The Blue Economy: 10 years – 100 innovations – 100 million 

jobs” by Gunter Pauli in November 2009, expressed that a Blue 

Economy Business model will shift society from scarcity to 

abundance “with what is locally available”, by tackling issues that 

cause environmental and related problems in new ways. 

Most of the Global and Regional Platforms such as First Blue 

Economy Summit (2014, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates), First 

“Our Ocean” Conference (2014), UN Conference on SIDS (2014, 

Apia, Samoa) promoted Blue Economy/ Blue Growth Model, 

through collateral

agreements for technology transfer, knowledge transfer, funding 

support, providing Maritime Security for Indian Ocean, Pacific 

Ocean and other high seas.



The World Bank and the FAO came up with the report in

2017, “The Sunken Billions Revisited: Progress and Challenges in Global Marine 

Fisheries” which advocated for Bio-Economic Model, an integrated Economic-

Ecological tool used to analyse the welfare effects of changes in environmental 

quality.

Further, the World Bank came up with report titled ‘The Potential of the Blue 

Economy: Increasing Long-term Benefits of the Sustainable Use of Marine 

Resources for Small Island Developing States and Coastal Least Developed 

Countries’. 

This report focused on two major challenges: 

- To govern the ocean sustainability which aims for sustainable fisheries to 

ecosystem health 

- substantial ocean governance which requires collaboration across nation-

states and across the public-private sectors partnership.





What is Blue Economy in India

Blue economy essentially refers to the multitude of ocean resources available in the 

country that can be harnessed to aid the production of goods and services due to its 

linkages with economic growth, environmental sustainability, and national security.

The ecosystems of the Ocean and Coast to be opened up by coastal nations to 

private investors in sustainable way through ecosystem integrity to fulfil food 

security, decent livelihoods and economic growth.

Effects

- Loss of biodiversity as an inevitable consequence of exploitation of coastal and 

marine resources.

- Exclusion of Marine and Coastal Communities from their habitats, governance and 

user rights on marine and coastal commons, and resulting in loss of livelihoods by 

allowing oceans and coasts as open access systems.

- Enforcement of Maritime Security as a deliberate strategy of blue economy towards 

increasing global governance.
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Seven thematic areas 

• National accounting framework for the blue economy 

and ocean governance; 

• Coastal Marine Spatial Planning and Tourism

• Marine fisheries, Aquaculture, and Fish processing

• Manufacturing, Emerging Industries, Trade, 

Technology, Services, and skill development

• Logistics, infrastructure and Shipping including 

transshipment

• Coastal and Deep-sea mining and offshore energy

• Security, Strategic dimensions, and international 

engagement. 
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BE is characterised by divergent problematisations of government, created by different stakeholders. 

Problematisation refers to the ways in which the need for government is framed, and to the knowledges 

used to underpin that framing and to rationalise the proposed solution. 

As an ecological system, the oceans attract divergent perspectives of their role in a Blue Economy. These 

range from oceans as economically productive ecologies, sometimes quantified or monetised as natural 

capital to the ocean as a dynamic, living, material, relational, unbounded domain embodying not only 

traditional, natural resource-based livelihoods, but also indigenous spiritual “one-world” cosmologies very 

different from more commercially driven BE perspectives. 

This is in contrast to an “economentality” in which oceans are seen as spaces to be governed for economic 

gain. Dominant, powerful (mainly commercial and governmental interests) characterise the oceans as an 

economic frontier, a resource space to be enclosed to aid exploitation, in similar terms to the “green 

economy”. “Blue Growth” becomes the overall goal of governance and oceans may be valued in units of 

GDP. State territories become a myriad of “institutional investment projects” 

BE features strongly as territory to be governed, reflecting the creation of Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZs) 

as “sovereign territory” which created the possibility of State control and to which the BE is a response. 

Territorial governance features spatial zones of resource).

A hegemonic growth discourse is widely evident, post-political in nature and dominated by economic 

interests, framing the oceans as a resource space and frontier for international investment, combined with 

the new opportunities for state control afforded by the creation of EEZs. 
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